We experience the consequences of
globalised markets and capitalism on a daily
basis. Our real and digital worlds merge and
become smaller. We are always on and
globally connected.

Digital postmodern
brand management
What has changed
Frank Hoehn

We are ready to move forward, always
career-driven and ever ambitious, but
realize that real passion and an unfettered
belief in relentless future progress is a naïve
thing from the past.
Across all age groups – from Baby
Boomers, Generation X and Y to the
upcoming Z’s fatigue is felt. Aging men are
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It is like the pricey, but dull Monocle shops
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cool things are vinyl disc shops and hip DJs’
bestseller hits from the 80’s.
The quest for sense and purpose is a major
theme across all post-modern societies.
All the more since we have experienced
time and again how everyone is dispensable
– in relationships as well as employment.
Market liberal thinking, whereas
market mechanisms do not work
anymore
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all our walk of lives in an experience
economy of post-modern societies.
Consumption is the membership fee
of belonging to this society and being
able to show the artefacts of membership
and staying in the market.
Ideas of the market economy are
ambivalent. On the individual level there
is a severe cut-throat-competition and
ever-rising obligations and expectations
to maintain a lifelong employability and
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accountability.

In the corporate world we observe that
market mechanisms are loosing their
relevance. Industries are concentrating
in order to compete in globalized
economies. Markets are dominated by
‘too big to fail’ thinking and ‘economics
of scale’ is a major USP as in almost all
industries. Only the top two or three
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the future.

It has become absolutely normal to
voluntarily open and share private
matters to the public as a platform to
self-display and self-promote our self in
the public sphere with the consequence
of increasing transparency and social
control.

There is a shift towards state capitalism
triggered by emerging markets like China,
but also through Western policies
(Trump’s protectionism and tariffs) to
save allegedly national champions and
home markets.

Whereas in the private domain the
individual ‘self’ becomes always more
important, we do feel in the corporate
world that achievement and performance
are out of hand of the individual
contribution.

A challenging perspective is also the fact
that in most advanced tech and digital
sectors, companies with monopolistic
characteristics are dominating the
market; think Google, Amazon, Microsoft,
Apple or Facebook.

Individuals are working in super-tanker89>1*(425&3.*8<.9-)*E3*)':8.3*88
processes and job descriptions that
determine and condition individual
behaviour. The result of this chain of
command working environment is the
proliferation of Japanese style salary men,
who are doing right by the manual, but
with a cutback in creativity and originality.

Digitalization and individual
‘brand me’
Social scientists characterise our modern
lives as liquid society (Z. Bauman) with
an increasing overlap between the private
and public domain.
Digital interaction has evolved from
sharing into a channel to communicate
our individual, and carefully curated
‘brand me’ to the world.
This has the effect that the ‘self’ is
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resonance. This changes our perception
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the private and public.

Corporate world and their salary
men

Digital machine world - absolute
transparency and spot on
prediction
The digital transformation has
dramatically changed the source of
corporate value creation. Big data and
machine run algorithms are the new
super tools and business generators
to analyse customer data and market
parameters to predict future
developments.

They often replace individual skills
and behaviour. This fundamentally
reshapes role and meaning of individual
expertise and knowledge as we enter
a stage where algorithms are able to
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any mathematician, advise better
investment strategies than any banker,
predict better health diagnoses than
any medical professional or better
foresee criminal action in a certain
neighbourhood than any police detective.
This revolutionises the (self) perception
and role in the value creation process
between man and machine. Certainly, this
has already started 150 years ago with
the industrial revolution, when ‘labour’
was substituted by ‘capital‘ in the form
of production machinery.
This has in the course of generations
affected mainly blue-collar professions –
but now with the digital revolution it also
reshapes the sectors of professional
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workers.
This is a major challenge on two levels:
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in machine based solutions.
2. To re-establish companies’ uniqueness
from competitors when machines are
the core of value creation.
The role of men in the future will be
more about delivering machine-based
solutions and personalising the customer
experience at the various client facing
touch points, rather than working on
the solutions themselves.

When machine-run algorithms, triggered
by big data analysis, are the new value
creators and decades-long human-built
heritage is fading, companies must
reposition themselves via integrating
men better into their service offering
than competitors in order to distinguish
themselves.
Brands as artefacts of a social
belief system
The holy grail of the consumer society
is the brand. All circulates around
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personality, give reason to believe, create
community, signal social status and are
an enabler for relationships.
The classical brand world with its belief
and value system has its foundation
in the Yuppie style baby boomers and
Generation X. It was the time of
Reaganomics in the 1980’s with the
idea of a meritocracy and of work hard,
play hard.
Back then the perception of the world
has been positive, with a protestantworking ethic based on education and
cultural heritage and a functional equation
between effort and results with material
value creation has been a linear process
and based on assumption of a clear
hierarchy - of middle class values - where
all aspiration is to climb up the social
pyramid and to signal their status and
achievements to the outside world.

Changing propagandists from
Yuppies to Hipsters
Globalization and socio-economic
changes in the last decade have disrupted
this joint value base and mutual belief
system. Social classes have become more
heterogeneous and middle class (values)
gravitate towards individual fragmentation
with an increased social (upwards and)
downwards mobility.
Yuppies have transformed into hedonists
with a strong emphasis on consumption
and leisure and lost their relevance as
aspirational role models.
As the middle class feels its world
shrinking, a new population is emerging:
The Hipsters who create their own ecosystems and lifestyle and, with their
attitude and behaviour, embrace the
fundamental social changes of a postmodern consumer society, from:
 Middle class values towards values
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 Social market economy towards
capitalism and consumerism.
Hipsters set future standards in their
need and motivation system. They are
a new social class and their attitude
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Individualist
Elitist and distinctive attitude
Flexible - always in transition
Connoisseurs in lifestyle and with
cosmopolitan mind-set

Impact on how to manage brands
Brand relations in the age of Hipsters are
far more disruptive and unpredictable.
The social - and material - value pyramid
that used to be common sense does not
exist anymore. We can observe the
following two major changes:
1. From brand values to product
Classical brand management strives
to build brands through self-similar
reproduction with the intention to
become dear to the customer and to
be taken into the inner circle, where
they evolve to lovemarks with the
potential to stay lifelong companions.
Hipsters as the avant-garde of the
postmodern consumer have a far more
unsentimental perception of brands and
know very well about the overpromising
brand machineries that are past their
prime.
Hipsters rediscover the importance of
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quality, heritage and uniqueness of the
product features – although these are
subject to engineering, too.
This development is also triggered
through the sheer amount of products
that enter the market and try to establish
a returning client base. The level of
temptation and attraction is very high to
constantly try something new. Therefore,
the product features are the main criteria
of purchase – as the brand in the classical
sense simply does not exist yet.

2. From belonging to the in-group
towards self-expression
Hipsters are elitist and products serve the purpose
of artefacts and accessories with which they
manifest their point of views and lifestyle.
Consumption is a way of self-expression and should
underline their individuality and by not belonging to
obvious in-groups.
This means a challenge for well-established
company brands to attract this new elite, as the
function of brands of signalling to a certain group
is something that Hipsters want to avoid.
Hipsters are innovators and early adaptors, always
with the ambition to stay ahead of the curve and
not being categorized. The consuming majority that
follow their consumption patterns trigger them
always to move on with upcoming products and
lifestyle.
Hipsters, the consumer avant-garde of the post-modern society, challenge the
status quo in various perspectives:
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the packaging and investigate how honestly the company is communicating. They no longer rely on the
signalling of a brand to do this for them.
 From consuming to producing and co-owning - fair and ethical sharing, explore and experiment with
alternative ways of mobility, housing and sustainability.
 Don't follow, lead the pack - small and diverse is good, safe choice is for everybody; give start-ups
a chance, cool ideas and great products and feel individual dedication.
 Rather self-employed than corporate employee. Challenge employers to come up with new and
attractive ways of work relations and co-creation.
 Easy to motivate and create awareness but also fast to disappoint.

